This study examined the effect of interruption parameters ͑e.g., interruption rate, on-duration and proportion͒, linguistic factors, and other general factors, on the recognition of interrupted consonant-vowel-consonant ͑CVC͒ words in quiet. Sixty-two young adults with normal-hearing were randomly assigned to one of three test groups, "male65," "female65" and "male85," that differed in talker ͑male/female͒ and presentation level ͑65/85 dB SPL͒, with about 20 subjects per group. A total of 13 stimulus conditions, representing different interruption patterns within the words ͑i.e., various combinations of three interruption parameters͒, in combination with two values ͑easy and hard͒ of lexical difficulty were examined ͑i.e., 13ϫ 2 = 26 test conditions͒ within each group. Results showed that, overall, the proportion of speech and lexical difficulty had major effects on the integration and recognition of interrupted CVC words, while the other variables had small effects. Interactions between interruption parameters and linguistic factors were observed: to reach the same degree of word-recognition performance, less acoustic information was required for lexically easy words than hard words. Implications of the findings of the current study for models of the temporal integration of speech are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In daily life, speech communication frequently takes place in adverse listening environments ͑e.g., in a background of noise or with competing speech͒, which often causes discontinuities of the spectro-temporal information in the target speech signal. Regardless, recognition of such interrupted speech is often robust, not only because speech is inherently redundant ͑so listeners can afford the partial loss of information͒, but also because listeners can integrate fragments of contaminated or distorted speech over time and across frequency to restore the meaning. Various "multiple looks" models of temporal integration have been proposed, initially for temporal integration of signal energy at threshold ͑Viemeister and Wakefield, 1991͒ and, more recently, for the temporal and spectral integration of speech fragments or "glimpses" ͑e.g., Moore, 2003; Cooke, 2003͒ . With regard to the temporal integration of speech fragments, most of the data modeled were for speech in a fluctuating background, such as competing speech; a background that would create a distribution of spectro-temporal speech fragments. However, the underlying mechanism of temporal integration for speech is still not fully understood, even for the simplest conditions: integration of the interrupted waveform of otherwise undistorted broad-band speech in quiet. This simpler case is the focus of this study.
In the context of speech, a "look" or "glimpse" is defined as "an arbitrary time-frequency region which contains a reasonably undistorted view of the target signal" ͑Cooke, 2003͒. The "looks" are sampled at the auditory periphery, stored, and processed "intelligently" in the form of spectraltemporal excitation pattern ͑"STEP"͒ in the central auditory system ͑Moore, 2003͒. However, the theory of "multiple looks" needs to be further tested for speech perception with other factors that could potentially affect the integration process taken into account. First, at the auditory periphery, is it true that simply more "looks" produce better perception given the redundant nature of speech? Do characteristics of the "looks," such as duration or rate ͑interruption frequency͒, affect the ultimate perception? Do duration and rate interact? Second, how do linguistic factors contribute to the "intelligent integration"? How do these linguistic factors interact with the interruption parameters to affect speech recognition?
Previous research on interrupted speech in quiet provides partial answers to these questions ͑e.g., Miller and Licklider, 1950; Dirks and Bower, 1970; Powers and Wilcox, 1977; Nelson and Jin, 2004͒ . By arbitrarily turning the speech signal on and off multiple times over a given time period, or by multiplying speech by a square wave, these early researchers examined the effects of various interruption parameters, such as the interruption duty cycle ͑i.e., proportion of a given cycle during which speech is presented͒ and the frequency of interruption, on listeners' ability to understand interrupted speech. Speech recognition performance was suggested to improve as the total proportion of the presented speech signal increased ͑e.g., Miller and Licklider, 1950͒ . For instance, Miller and Licklider ͑1950͒ demonstrated a maximum improvement of 70% in word recognition scores when the duty cycle increased from 25% to 75%. In general, when the proportion of speech was Ն50%, speech became reasonably intelligible, regardless of the type of the speech material used ͑e.g., Miller and Licklider, 1950; Dirks and Bower, 1970; Powers and Wilcox, 1977; Nelson and Jin, 2004͒ . This general finding seems to support the basic notion of the "multiple looks" theory: more "looks" lead to better speech perception. However, most of the prior research kept the duty cycle fixed at 50% and varied the interruption frequency. In these cases, the duration of the glimpses co-varied with interruption frequency.
The effects of frequency of interruption on performance have yielded mixed results. For instance, using sentences interrupted by silence, Powers and Wilcox ͑1977͒ and Nelson and Jin ͑2004͒ concluded that, as interruption frequency increased, listeners' performance increased. Miller and Licklider ͑1950͒, however, showed a more complex relationship between word recognition scores and interruption frequency. The inconsistent conclusions might result from the fact that Powers and Wilcox ͑1977͒ and Nelson and Jin ͑2004͒, as was typically the case, investigated the effect of a few slower interruption frequencies with only one duty cycle ͑e.g., 50%͒ while Miller and Licklider ͑1950͒ investigated multiple duty cycles and a relatively broader range of interruption frequencies. Although the pioneering study by Miller and Licklider ͑1950͒ provided results for a more extensive range of interruption parameters than most subsequent studies, the data are somewhat limited due to the use of just one talker and one presentation level, as well as a small sample of listeners. Recently, data from Li and Loizou ͑2007͒ showed that interrupted sentences with short-duration "looks" were more intelligible than the ones with looks of longer duration. However, their conclusion is based on a speech proportion ͑i.e., 0.33͒ that was lower than most of the earlier studies of interrupted speech. Therefore, given the few systematic studies of the effect of interruption frequency and the duration of each "look" on speech perception, especially for a sufficient sample size of listeners, such an investigation was the focus of this study.
Moreover, to confirm that the present results were not confined to one speech level or to one talker, additional presentation levels and talkers were sampled in this study. In most prior studies of interrupted speech, only one talker at a single presentation level, typically a moderate level of 60-70 dB SPL, was investigated. Here, the speech levels used were 65 and 85 dB SPL. The former was selected for comparability to most other studies and is representative of conversational level. The higher level was chosen in anticipation of eventual testing of older adults, many of whom will have hearing loss and will require higher presentation levels as a result. Also, it has been widely observed that there is a decrease in intelligibility when speech levels are increased above 80 dB SPL ͑e.g., Fletcher, 1922; French and Steinberg, 1947; Pollack and Pickett, 1958͒ . Various causes have been proposed, but none is certain ͑e.g., Studebaker et al., 1999; Liu, 2008͒ and their application to interrupted speech requires direct examination. With regard to talkers, only two were examined here, but two considerably different talkers: a male with a fundamental frequency of 110 Hz and a female with a fundamental frequency of 230 Hz. The nearly 2:1 ratio of fundamental frequencies, combined with several twofold changes in glimpse duration, also allowed for informal examination of the role played by the number of pitch pulses in the integration of interrupted speech. If talker fundamental frequency is the perceptual "glue" that holds together the speech fragments, the number of pitch pulses in a glimpse may prove to be a relevant acoustical factor.
Previous research has also shown that linguistic factors, such as context, syntax, intonation and prosody, can impact the temporal integration of speech fragments ͑e.g., Verschuure and Brocaar, 1983; Bashford and Warren, 1987; Bashford et al., 1992͒ . It is unclear, however, whether the benefit from linguistic factors differs for various combinations of interruption parameters. For example, will the benefit from linguistic factors differ as the proportion of the intact speech varies? There could potentially be interactions between the acoustic interruption parameters and top-down linguistic factors in interrupted speech based on the models of speech perception ͑e.g., Marslen-Wilson and Welsh, 1978; Gareth Gaskell William and Marslen-Wilson, 1997; Luce and Pisoni, 1998͒ , yet these interactions have never been quantified.
The present study was carried out to investigate how different factors influence the temporal integration of otherwise undistorted speech by systematically removing portions of consonant-vowel-consonant ͑CVC͒ words in quiet listening conditions. Specifically, three interruption-related properties, interruption rate, on-duration, and proportion of speech presented, were varied systematically. Special lists of CVC words ͑Luce and Pisoni, 1998; Dirks et al., 2001 were used to examine the effect of lexical properties ͑i.e., word frequency, neighborhood density and neighborhood frequency͒ on temporal integration. Talkers with different gender as well as different presentation levels will also be investigated to address more general questions related to word recognition. These variables are not being explored as additional independent variables in a systematic fashion. Rather, a range of speech levels and talker fundamental frequencies were sampled at somewhat extreme values in each case to explore the impact of these factors on the primary variables of interest: interruption-related factors and linguistic difficulty. We hypothesized that all three interruption-related factors would have an influence on the temporal integration of otherwise undistorted speech in quiet. We also expected to see further impact of lexical factors on the temporal integration process. It was further hypothesized that general factors that affect word recognition, such as talker gender and presentation level, will also have effects on interrupted words: the female talker will be more intelligible while the higher presentation level will reduce performance. However, we hypothesized that the relative effects of interruption parameters and linguistic difficulty would be similar across the range of speech levels and fundamental frequencies sampled.
II. METHODS

A. Subjects
A total of 62 young native English speakers with normal hearing participated in the study. The subjects included 30 men and 32 women who ranged in age from 18 to 30 years ͑mean= 24 years͒. All participants had air-conduction thresholds Յ15 dB HL ͑ANSI, 1996͒ from 250 through 8000 Hz in both ears. They had no history of hearing loss or recent middle-ear pathology and showed normal tympanometry in both ears. All subjects were recruited from the Indiana University campus community and were paid for their participation.
B. Stimuli and apparatus
Materials
The speech materials consisted of 300 digitally interrupted CVC words, which included two sets of 150 words produced by either a male or a female talker. The original digital recordings from Takayanagi et al. ͑2002͒ were obtained for use in this study. Each set of words included 75 lexically easy words ͑words with high word frequency, low neighborhood density, and low neighborhood frequency͒ and 75 lexically hard words ͑words with low word frequency, high neighborhood density, and high neighborhood frequency͒ according to the Neighborhood Activation Model ͑NAM͒ ͑Luce and Pisoni, 1998; Dirks et al., 2001 . The two talkers had roughly a one-octave difference in fundamental frequency ͑F 0 ͒ ͑F 0 of the male voice= 110 Hz; F 0 of the female voice= 230 Hz͒ and similar average durations ͑around 530 ms͒ for the CVC tokens they produced. Another 50 CVC words from a different lexical category ͑words with high word frequency, high neighborhood density, and high neighborhood frequency͒ recorded from a different male talker by Takayanagi et al. ͑2002͒ were used for practice.
Equalization
All 300 CVC words were edited using Adobe Audition ͑V 2.0͒ to remove periods of silence Ͼ2 ms at the beginning and end of the CVC stimulus files. Next, the words were either lengthened or shortened to be exactly 512 ms in length using the STRAIGHT program ͑Kawahara et al., 1999͒ to avoid the potential impact of the word length and have better control on various stimulus conditions. All words were equalized to the same overall RMS level using a customized MATLAB program.
Speech interruption
The original speech was interrupted by silent gaps to create 13 stimulus conditions. A schematic illustration of the interruption parameters is shown in Fig. 1 .The interrupted speech was generated using the following steps. First, two anchor points corresponding to the first and last 32 ms of the onset and offset of each signal were chosen. The two points were fixed across all but the two special stimulus conditions ͑i.e., 2g64v and 2g64c͒ to serve as the center points of the first and last interruptions. This was done to ensure that the signal contained at least one fragment of both the initial and final consonant so the phonetic difference across the "looks" will be minimized. Second, the space between the two anchor points was equally divided and the corresponding location points served as the center points for each speech fragment. The interruption rates ͑i.e., number of interruptions per word͒ of 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, and 48 were used, with on-durations ͑i.e., the durations that speech is gated on͒ of 8, 16, 32, and 64 ms. Various combinations of interruption rate and on-duration produced 11 stimulus conditions coded in "interruption rate-g-on-duration" format ͑i.e., 48g8, 24g16, 12g32, 6g64, 32g8, 16g16, 8g32, 4g64, 16g8, 8g16, 4g32͒ . Two special conditions, 2g64c ͑two 64-ms on-durations in the consonant region only͒ and 2g64v ͑two 64-ms ondurations in the vowel region only͒, were used to represent the extreme conditions of missing phonemes. The 13 stimulus conditions resulted in three proportions of speech ͑i.e., the total proportion of speech that was gated on͒, which were 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. Therefore, a total of three interruption parameters, interruption rate, on-duration and proportion of speech, were varied systematically. A 4-ms raised-cosine function was applied to the onset and offset of each speech fragment to reduce spectral splatter. The speech-interruption process was implemented using a custom MATLAB program. Five stimulus conditions ͑4g32, 8g16, 16g16, 32g8 and 6g64͒ determined to be of medium to easy difficulty in pilot testing were selected for use in practice ͑50 practice words, 10 per condition͒.
Calibration
A total of four white noises, two for each talker, were generated and spectrally shaped to match the long-term RMS amplitude spectrum of the original speech using Adobe Audition. Following spectral shaping, the total RMS levels of FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the 13 stimulus conditions. The y-axis is the relative envelope amplitude and the x-axis is time in 100 ms scale, with a total duration of 512 ms. The 13 stimulus conditions are labeled on the left and the three total speech proportions are labeled on the right. The two vertical dashed lines correspond to the "anchor points" around which the first and last on-duration of the speech waveform was centered, respectively, for all stimulus conditions except 2g64c and 2g64v ͑stimulus conditions were labeled in "interruption rate-g-on duration" format͒.
two spectral-shaped noises were then equalized to the total RMS levels of the original concatenated speech, one for each talker; the total RMS level of another two spectral-shaped noises were equalized to that of the word with the highest amplitude among 150 words, one for each talker. A LarsonDavis Model 800 B sound level meter with Larson-Davis 2575 1-inch microphone was used for calibration. For RMS calibration, the noises were used to measure the levels of the center frequency of each 1/3-octave band from 80 to 8000 Hz and overall sound pressure level using an ER-3A insert earphone ͑Etymotic Research͒ in a 2-cm 3 coupler ͑ANSI, 2004͒. For peak output calibration, the noises were used to measure the maximum output at center frequency of each1/ 3-octave band from 1000 Hz and 4000 Hz with linear weighting. The output of the insert earphone at each of the computer stations was measured and the differences are all were within 1 dB range.
C. Procedures
Recognition of interrupted speech was assessed in two sound-treated booths that complied with ANSI ͑1999͒ guidelines. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three groups, which differed in terms of the talker and presentation level ͑i.e., male talker at 65 and 85 dB SPL, and female talker at 65 dB SPL͒, with roughly 20 subjects per group. Each subject only participated in one of the three groups. The three-group design facilitated the examination of the influence of two general factors: comparing performance for the male talker at 65 and 85 dB SPL will reveal any effects of presentation level, while comparing performance for the male and female talkers at 65 dB SPL will reveal any effects of talker gender. The male talker was randomly chosen to be presented at the high level. Subjects were seated in different cubicles and faced the computer monitors in one of the two booths. The right ear was designated as the test ear. A familiarization session was conducted prior to data collection. During familiarization, subjects heard 50 interrupted CVC words from a different male talker. Subjects were instructed to respond in an open-set response format ͑i.e., typing CVC words that matched what they heard͒. Visual feedback was provided through flipping cards printed with the target words. During data collection, all 13 stimulus conditions were presented in a proportion-blocked manner: stimuli were presented from low to high speech proportion ͑i.e., 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75͒ in order to minimize learning effects. Within each proportion, the order of stimulus conditions was randomized. Furthermore, within each talker group, all 150 CVC words were presented in random order for each of the 13 stimulus conditions. The test was conducted using the same open-set response format as in the familiarization session, but no feedback was provided. Testing was self-paced, so that subjects could take as much time as needed to respond after they heard a word.
Subjects' responses were collected via a MATLAB program and scored by a Perl program. The Perl program scored subjects' responses using a database, a combination of Celex ͑Baayen et al., 1995͒ and a series of word lists for misspellings, homographs and nonwords, and then marking the answers either as "correct," "incorrect," or "other" ͑e.g., misspelling, homograph and nonwords not previously identified͒. After subjects' responses were processed by the Perl program, a manual check was performed for items in the "other" category in order to find words that could be taken as correct responses according to their pronunciation. Two criteria were used to adjust for spelling errors. First, if a misspelling ͑two letters transposed͒ resulted in a new word ͑e.g., grid and gird͒, then the entry was counted as wrong. However, if a misspelling resulted in a nonword ͑e.g., "frim" for "firm"͒, the entry was counted as correct even though the two words would not have the same pronunciation. Second, any answer pronounced like the target word would be counted as correct ͑e.g., beak, beek, beeck͒. After the manual check, the newly defined accepted misspelled words were counted as "correct" and then percent-correct scores were re-calculated. Overall, about 0.3% of the total responses that were misspelled were subsequently accepted as correct responses.
III. RESULTS
First, the raw data from three subject groups were plotted to illustrate the effect of interruption parameters and then re-plotted to illustrate the effect of talker gender and presentation level. Second, two General Linear Model ͑GLM͒ repeated-measures ͑i.e., repeated-measures ANOVA͒ analyses were conducted to analyze the between-group factors of talker gender and presentation level, the within-subject factors of stimulus conditions and lexical properties. Finally, post-hoc comparisons were conducted as follow-up to the GLM analyses. In all cases, the percent-correct scores were transformed into rationalized arcsine units ͑RAU; Studebaker, 1985͒ before data analysis to stabilize the error variance. A set of GLM repeated-measures analyses was performed, before any other analyses, to examine the potential learning effect. The results suggested that no systematic effect of presentation order ͑learning͒ was observed for any speech proportion or subject group.
A. Effect of various factors on temporal integration
Figures 2-4 display transformed percent-correct scores ͑in RAU͒ as a function of on-duration, with symbols representing number of speech fragments and lines connecting results for the same on-proportion. In each figure, the top panel shows results for lexically easy words and the bottom panel for lexically hard words. Figures 2 and 3 depict the scores for the male talker at 65 and 85 dB SPL, respectively, and Fig. 4 depicts the scores for the female talker at 65 dB SPL. Figure 5 re-plots the transformed percent-correct scores as a function of stimulus condition, with talker gender and lexical properties as parameters. Similarly, Fig. 6 re-plots the transformed percent-correct scores as a function of stimulus condition, with level and lexical properties as parameters. The vertical dashed lines in Figs. 5 and 6 demark the stimulus conditions corresponding to the speech on-proportions of 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. All told, the data in Figs. 2-6 suggest that the proportion of speech is the main factor that determines the intelligibility of words interrupted by silence. In general, the intelligibility of the interrupted CVC words increases as the proportion of speech increases. For a given proportion of speech, however, performance still varied for different stimulus conditions, with the largest variations seen for a proportion of 0.25.
Two GLM repeated-measures analyses were performed, one with talker gender and another with presentation level as between-subject factors, and both with stimulus conditions as well as lexical properties as within-subjects factors. The first GLM repeated-measures analysis revealed a significant ͑p Ͻ 0.05͒ main effect of talker gender ͓F͑1,39͒ = 17.41͔, whereby scores were significantly higher for the female talker than for the male talker. There were significant ͑p Ͻ 0.05͒ main effects observed for within-subject factors: stimulus condition ͓F͑12, 468͒ = 841.53͔ and lexical properties ͓F͑1,39͒ = 374.13͔. In addition, there were significant ͑p Ͻ 0.05͒ interactions between the within-subject and between-subjects factors: stimulus condition by talker ͓F͑12, 468͒ = 5.68͔, stimulus condition by lexical properties ͓F͑12, 468͒ = 32.02͔ and stimulus condition by lexical properties by talker ͓F͑12, 468͒ =10͔. The second GLM repeatedmeasures analysis revealed a significant ͑p Ͻ 0.05͒ main effect of presentation level ͓F͑1,40͒ = 5.15͔, whereby scores were significantly higher for the lower presentation level than for the higher presentation level. There were significant ͑p Ͻ 0.05͒ main effects observed for within-subject factors: stimulus condition ͓F͑12, 480͒ = 1183.02͔ and lexical properties ͓F͑12, 480͒ = 2.45͔. There were also significant interactions between the within-subject factors and betweensubjects factors: stimulus condition by level ͓F͑1,40͒ = 438.79͔ and stimulus condition by lexical properties ͓F͑12, 480͒ = 56.52͔.
Post-hoc pair-wise comparisons ͑Bonferroni-adjusted t-tests͒ were conducted following the GLM analyses. A total of six sets ͑i.e., 2 levels of lexical difficulty x 3 subject groups= 6: "Male65Easy," "Male65Hard," "Male85Easy," "Male85Hard," "Female65Easy," "Female65Hard"͒ of pairwise comparisons were conducted for stimulus conditions comprised of each of the three proportions of speech ͑i.e., 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75͒. A few trends that were consistent across all or most of the six sets of post-hoc pair-wise comparisons are discussed in the ensuing paragraphs ͑please see the Appendix for full details͒. First, for all five stimulus conditions with a speech proportion of 0.25, scores for the 2g64v and 2g64c conditions were significantly lower than those for the other stimulus conditions, whereas those for the 8g16 condition were not significantly different from those for the 16g8 condition for all six sets of pair-wise comparisons. In addition, for four of the six sets of pair-wise comparisons, scores for the 4g32 condition were significantly lower than those for the 8g16 condition. Second, for all four stimulus conditions with a speech proportion of 0.75, scores for the 48g8 condition were always significantly lower than those in the other three test conditions for all six sets of pair-wise comparisons. Scores for the 6g64 condition were not significantly different from those in the 12g32 condition for all but one set of pair-wise comparison. In addition, scores for the 24g16 condition were significantly lower than those for the 6g64 condition for four of the six sets of pair-wise comparisons. Third, for the four stimulus conditions with a speech proportion of 0.5, scores for the 8g32 condition were not significantly different from those in the 16g16 condition for all six sets of pair-wise comparisons. Scores for the 32g8 condition, in the meantime, were significantly lower than those in the 16g16 condition for five of the six sets of pair-wise comparisons; and lower than those in the 8g32 condition for four of the six pair-wise comparisons. Results of the post-hoc pairwise comparisons confirmed the secondary role played by interruption rate and on-duration in the integration process. That is, even when the proportion of speech was fixed, as the other two parameters changed, the intelligibility of the interrupted words changed significantly, often in a consistent fashion across all or most of the six sets of post-hoc pairwise comparisons. In general, this secondary influence was primarily observed for a speech proportion of 0.25: interrupted words with fast interruption rates and short ondurations tended to be more intelligible than words with slow interruption rates and long on-durations. The opposite trend was suggested for the speech proportion of 0.75. There was no such obvious trend observed for the speech proportion of 0.5.
B. Correlations among stimulus conditions and individual differences
To examine the consistency of individual differences in recognition of interrupted words, word recognition scores were averaged across different test conditions and lexical difficulties within each proportion for each subject group and then subjected to a series of correlational analyses. Results showed strong positive correlations ͑r = 0.57 to 0.9, p Ͻ 0.05͒ among scores for all proportions, as shown in Fig. 7 . In general, results suggest consistency in performance: subjects who scored highest or lowest in a given condition did likewise across the other conditions. A substantial range of individual differences was observed. The inherent differences in recognition of interrupted words among individuals, as well as differences in terms of talker and presentation level across the three subject groups, may have contributed to the large individual differences. In general, however, the individual who is good at piecing together the speech fragments in one condition remains among the better performing subjects in other conditions.
IV. DISCUSSION
The current study was designed to investigate the effects of various factors on the temporal integration of interrupted speech. In particular, the effects of interruption parameters ͑e.g., interruption rate, on-duration and proportion of speech͒ on the temporal integration process were examined. In addition, the effects of linguistic factors ͑e.g., lexical properties͒ as well as the interaction between the interruption parameters and linguistic factors were examined. Other general factors, such as talker gender and presentation level, were also investigated.
A. Effects of interruption parameters
It was demonstrated that all three interruption parameters had an influence on the temporal integration of speech glimpses. The influence is determined by a complex nonlinear relationship among three parameters: performance is determined primarily by the proportion of speech listeners "glimpsed," but modified by both the interruption rate and duration of the "glimpses" or "looks."
Proportion of speech
In general, recognition of interrupted words increases as the proportion of speech presented increases, as shown in Figs. 2-6. This finding is consistent with previous findings in quiet and noise ͑e.g., Miller and Licklider, 1950; Cooke, 2006͒. More specifically, the current study discovered that the growth of intelligibility with increasing speech proportion is not linear. The biggest increment of intelligibility ͑about 30 to 50 RAUs͒ occurred when the speech proportion increased from 0.25 to 0.5. Less improvement ͑about 5 to 20 RAUs͒ is observed for the same amount of increment when speech proportion increases from 0.5 to 0.75. Although the effect of the speech proportion on performance was dominant among the interruption parameters studied, there is still substantial variation in performance for different stimulus conditions having the same speech proportion, particularly for speech proportion of 0.25, which indicates the influence of other interruption parameters.
Interruption rate
Findings of the current study show that the effect of interruption rate varies depending on the proportion of speech presented. For all three subject groups, when the available speech proportion is 0.25, word recognition tended FIG. 7 . Scatter plots of word recognition scores for three proportions. The top, middle and bottom panels represent relationships among word recognition scores between 0.25 and 0.5, 0.25 and 0.75, 0.5 and 0.75 proportions, respectively. The "Male65dB" ͑words recorded by the male talker and presented at 65 dB SPL͒ group is labeled as filled circles, "Male85dB" ͑words recorded by the male talker and presented at 85 dB SPL͒ group is labeled as unfilled circles, and "Female65dB" is labeled as filled triangles. Correlations between average scores for each proportion for each of the three subject groups are shown in the parentheses within the figure legends. Asterisks indicate statistically significant correlations at p Յ 0.05. to increase as interruption rate increased. For stimuli with 0.5 proportion of speech, intelligibility remained generally constant as interruption rate increased. When the proportion of speech increased to 0.75, word recognition slightly decreased with increasing interruption rate. The dynamic change in speech recognition with interruption rate at different speech proportions is, in general, consistent with the trends reported by Miller and Licklider ͑1950͒ for a comparable range of interruption frequencies ͑i.e., 4 to 96 Hz͒, although the latter interpolated the trend through relatively sparse data points. For instance, both Miller and Licklider ͑1950͒ and the current study demonstrated an increase in speech recognition as the frequency of interruption increased above 4 Hz. Particularly, both studies showed that the lowest scores occurred near a modulation frequency of 4 Hz. When this interruption rate was used, entire phonemes were eliminated, which in turn caused a large decrease in intelligibility. In addition to the effect of missing phonemes, the disruptions in temporal envelope, an important cue for speech perception ͑e.g., Van Tasell et al., 1987; Drullman, 1995; Shannon et al., 1995͒ , might also account for the dramatically decreased performance. Previous research has suggested that extraneous modulation from the interruptions may interfere with processing of the inherent envelope rate of speech itself, especially at low modulation rates ͑e.g., Gilbert et al., 2007͒ . In analogous psychoacoustic contexts, this interference is referred to as modulation detection interference ͑MDI͒ ͑e.g., Sheft and Yost, 2006; Kwon and Turner, 2001; Gilbert et al., 2007͒. As Drullman et al. ͑1994a, 1994b͒ suggested, modulation frequencies between 4 and 16 Hz are important for speech recognition. When the modulations in this frequency range were intact, filtering out very slow or fast envelope modulations in the waveform did not significantly degrade speech intelligibility. In the current study, the interruption rates ranged from about 4 to 96 Hz, which means that an MDI-like process could potentially play a detrimental role. Regardless of the similar general trend observed in current study and Miller and Licklider ͑1950͒, there is still some difference. For instance, both studies observed a roll-off in speech recognition as the frequency of interruption reached a certain rate. However, in the current study, speech recognition started to decrease around an interruption rate of 64 Hz for a speech proportion of 0.5 and around a rate of 24 Hz for speech proportion of 0.75. While in the Miller and Licklider ͑1950͒ study, the roll-off occurred when the frequency of interruption was higher than 100 Hz, based on the relatively sparse data provided in that study. The difference could result from different experimental paradigms used in both studies. For instance, Miller and Licklider ͑1950͒ used lists of phonetically balanced words interrupted by an electronic switch, while the current study used lexically easy and hard words digitally interrupted and windowed. For the comparable range of interruption frequency and speech proportion, the current study also agrees with previous research that examined the effect of interruption frequency on speech recognition for one particular speech proportion ͑e.g., 0.50; Nelson and Jin, 2004͒. Findings from current study suggest that the mixed results regarding the effect of interruption frequency on speech recognition from previous research may result from an interaction between interruption frequency and the proportion of speech.
Duration
On-duration is the interruption parameter that has received the least amount of attention in previous research. The current study found that the effect of signal duration on the recognition of interrupted words varies depending on the proportion of the speech presented. When only a limited proportion of speech is available ͑i.e., 0.25͒, CVC words with shorter speech on-durations are more intelligible than those with sparse, long on-durations. This finding supports the previous discovery by Li and Loizou ͑2007͒, which found that interrupted IEEE sentences with frequent short ͑20 ms͒ ondurations were more intelligible than the ones with sparse, long ͑400-800 ms͒ on-durations when the proportion of speech was 0.33. When more speech information is available ͑i.e., speech proportion Ն0.5͒, however, CVC words with longer on-duration have a slight advantage. The disadvantage of longer duration at low speech proportions ͑i.e., 0.25 or 0.33͒ is likely caused, in part, by the number of phonemes sampled. That is, at the proportion of 0.25, the longest onduration was 64 ms, which only provided either a portion of the center vowel or the initial/final consonants of the CVC words used in this study. Comparatively, decreasing the onduration for this proportion resulted in multiple samples of each phoneme comprising the CVC word, which provided a better picture of the whole utterance than the longer onduration. In addition, the duration of the silence between each speech on-duration is also likely to play a role in the decrease of speech recognition. In the current study, the silent interval is longest overall when the speech on-duration is 64 ms at a speech proportion of 0.25 ͑e.g., silence interval is 384 ms for 2g64c condition͒. Huggins ͑1975͒ examined the influence of speech intervals as well as silence intervals using temporally segmented speech created by inserting silence into continuous speech. Results suggested that durations of both speech and silence intervals determine the intelligibility of temporally segmented speech. Huggins ͑1975͒ suggested that, when the silent interval was long, each speech onduration tended to be processed as isolated fragments of speech. When the speech interval was short, however, it was easier for the ear to "bridge the gap" and combine related speech segments before and after the silence. This suggests that in the temporal integration process for interrupted speech, the duration of the speech segments and silence should both be considered.
B. Effect of linguistic factors
The findings from the current study show that, on average, lexically easy words were more intelligible than lexically hard words for most interruption conditions. When limited acoustic information was available ͑i.e., 0.25͒, on average, lexically easy words result in a ϳ14-RAU advantage compared to lexically hard words. Particularly, the more difficult interruption conditions improve less ͑e.g., 1 RAU for 2g64c condition͒ while the less difficult interruption conditions improve more ͑e.g., 20 RAUs for 8g16 condition͒. When enough acoustic information is available ͑i.e., speech proportion Ն0.5͒, the advantage of lexically easy words is about 20 RAUs, with some minor variations among different interruption conditions. This suggests an interaction between the acoustic interruption-related factors and the top-down linguistic factors in temporal integration: interruption-related acoustic factors dominate the perception when the total amount of acoustic information is low; as the amount of acoustic information increases, top-down linguistic factors start to play a role and emerge as significant factors.
The interaction observed between acoustic interruption factors and top-down processing in the current study was also suggested by other studies. For instance, Wingfield et al. ͑1991͒ examined the ability of young and elderly listeners to recognize words increased in word-onset duration ͑"gated" words͒. They found that both groups need 50% to 60% of the word-onset information to recognize the "gated" words without context, but only 20% to 30% when the words are embedded in sentence context. In the current study, to reach the same degree of speech recognition, less acoustic information was required for lexically easy words than hard words. In addition, the finding that consistent lexical advantage occurs only after the speech proportion is above 0.5 suggests that a certain amount of acoustic information is required before listeners can make full use of their knowledge of the lexicon to fill in the blanks in the interrupted speech.
C. Effects of other general factors
Although the interruption factors, especially the proportion of speech, as well as linguistic factors appear to be the main determining factors for recognition of interrupted speech, other general factors, such as talker and presentation level, also played a role in recognizing words interrupted with silence.
Effect of talker gender
The current study found that interrupted words with silent gaps produced by the female talker were significantly more intelligible than those produced by the male talker ͑by about 5 RAUs for lexically easy and 10 RAUs for lexically hard words, see Fig. 5͒ . This is consistent with prior research on the recognition of "clear speech" ͑e.g., Bradlow et al., 1996; Bradlow and Bent, 2002; Bradlow et al., 2003; Ferguson, 2004͒ . It has been suggested that a key contributor to this gender difference resides in the inherent differences in fundamental frequency between males and females ͑e.g., Assmann, 1999͒. In our study, the fundamental frequency ͑F 0 ͒ of the female talker was about one octave higher than the F 0 of the male talker ͑230 Hz vs. 110 Hz͒. For a given set of interruption parameters, this difference corresponds to twice as many pitch periods in the interrupted speech produced by the female than the male, which might facilitate integration of speech across speech fragments. That is, with more pitch periods in a given glimpse, a more reliable estimate of fundamental frequency may be obtained from moment to moment during the word and this may facilitate integration of glimpses over time. Inspection of the data, however, does not support this as a significant factor in the integration of speech information. Given the nearly octave separation in F 0 for the two talkers in this study and the use of many twofold differences in on-duration, it is possible to examine many pairs of stimulus conditions for which the number of pitch periods in a glimpse would be about the same for the male and female talker in this study. When doing so, scores for the male talker remain slightly lower than those for the female talker, suggesting that other differences between the male and female voices are responsible for the superior intelligibility of the female talker, rather than difference in the number of pitch periods per glimpse. Importantly, however, the overall trends in the data regarding the effects of interruption-related and linguistic factors were the same for both the male and female talker ͑see Figs. 2 and 4͒.
Effect of presentation level
Interrupted words presented at a higher intensity ͑85 dB SPL͒ were significantly less intelligible ͑difference generally Ͻ5 RAUs͒ than those presented at a lower intensity ͑65 dB SPL͒. The decline occurred mainly for conditions with a low to medium proportion of speech ͑0.25 to 0.5͒. The difference in performance between the two presentation levels was statistically significant, although the effects of presentation level were small compared to other factors. It is a widely observed phenomenon that there is a decrease in intelligibility when speech levels increased above 80 dB SPL ͑e.g., Fletcher, 1922; French and Steinberg, 1947; Pollack and Pickett, 1958; Studebaker et al., 1999͒ . Such research has been conducted exclusively with uninterrupted speech, either in quiet or in a background of steady-state noise. Therefore, despite acoustic differences between interrupted and continuous speech, both are likely subject to the same fundamental, and yet to be identified, mechanism which causes a decline in recognition at higher levels. Importantly, however, the overall trends in the data regarding the effects of interruption-related and linguistic factors were the same for both presentation levels ͑see Figs. 2 and 3͒.
D. Implications for theories of temporal integration of speech
More than "multiple looks"
The current study supports the general notion of "multiple looks." However, it is not just the number of looks or their duration, but the combination of these two factors, the proportion of speech remaining, which is most critical. For example, from Figs. 5 and 6, speech-recognition performance for 6 evenly spaced 64-ms "looks" at CVC words is always superior, by about 10-15 RAU, than 32 8-ms or 16 16-ms looks at the same CVC words. The total proportion of speech integrated is the primary factor determining the recognition of interrupted words. This finding is consistent with earlier research regarding the temporal integration process in speech using different experimental paradigms. For instance, in a syllable-discrimination task using a change/no-change procedure, Holt and Carney ͑2005͒ discovered that, as number of repetitions of standard and comparison /CV/ syllables increased ͑i.e., more chances for "looks"͒, discrimination threshold improved. Similarly, Cooke ͑2006͒ found that listeners performed better in a consonant-identification task when they could access and integrate more target speech in which the local SNR exceeded 3 dB ͑i.e., regions referred to as "glimpses"͒. The same integration was also observed in a word-recognition task by Miller and Licklider ͑1950͒.
On the other hand, however, the current study suggests that when the speech proportion is fixed, it is not necessarily true that "more looks" always produce better recognition. For instance, when speech proportion was 0.75, more "looks" actually resulted in reduced recognition ͑e.g., 48g8 Ͻ 24g16Ͻ 12g32Ͻ 6g64͒. Thus, it is not solely the proportion of speech or the number of looks that impact the perception of interrupted speech. When a low proportion of speech was available ͑i.e., speech proportion= 0.25͒, CVC words with frequent and short speech on-durations tended to be more intelligible. In contrast, when the proportion of speech was high ͑i.e., speech proportion Ն0.5͒, CVC words with sparse and long on-durations were more intelligible. This suggests that speech recognition varies according to the way the available speech proportion is sampled.
Intelligent temporal integration
It has been suggested that temporal integration is not a simple summation or accumulation process; instead, it is an "intelligent" integration process. For instance, Moore ͑2003͒ proposed that, in the temporal integration process, the internal representation of a signal, which is calculated from the STEP derived at the auditory periphery, is compared with a template in long-term memory. In addition, a certain degree of "intelligent" warping or shifting of the internal representation would be executed to adapt to speech-or talker-related characteristics. The current findings provide further support for the concept of "intelligent temporal integration." The fact that, for lexically easy and hard words that were interrupted by the same interruption parameters, lexically easy words were more intelligible than lexically hard words suggests that temporal integration process intelligently integrates the linguistic information to facilitate the word recognition. An additional interesting finding is that linguistic factors provided more benefit to perception when the amount of acoustic information available was low; and less benefit when the available acoustic information was high. The dynamics between the interruption parameters and linguistic factors suggests that the temporal integration process may intelligently place different weights on acoustically driven bottom-up and linguistically driven top-down information to maximize the overall benefit.
Effects from other general factors
In addition to the interruption and linguistic factors, other acoustically related factors, such as talker gender and presentation level, also shaped the recognition of interrupted speech, even when the patterns of "looks" were the same. Therefore, these data suggests that the factors which play roles in the recognition of continuous speech, such as talker gender and presentation level, also influence the recognition of interrupted speech. Models of the temporal integration of speech should also take these factors into consideration.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, findings from the current study suggest that both interruption parameters and linguistic factors affect the temporal integration and recognition of interrupted words. Other general factors such as talker gender and presentation level also have an impact. Among these factors, the proportion of speech and lexical difficulty produced primary and large effects ͑Ͼ20 RAUs͒ while on-duration, interruption rate, talker gender, and presentation level produced secondary and small effects ͑about 5-10 RAUs͒. Findings from the current study support the traditional theory of "multiple looks" in temporal integration, but suggest that the process is not driven simply by the number of looks or their duration. Rather, it is the combination of these factors and their contribution to the total proportion of the speech signal preserved that is critical. These results suggest an intelligent temporal integration process in which listeners might modify their integration strategies based on information from both acoustically driven bottom-up and linguistically driven topdown processing stages in order to maximize performance.
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APPENDIX: POST-HOC PAIR-WISE COMPARISONS
The results of the post-hoc pair-wise comparisons for six sets of the test conditions-"Male65Easy," "Male65Hard," "Male85Easy," "Male85Hard," "Female65Easy," "Female65Hard"-are presented in the following table. The three separate panels in the table represent each proportion of speech tested ͑i.e., 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75͒. Within each panel, the rows and columns contain the conditions tested for each speech proportion and the cells indicate the differences ͑in RAU͒ between the two conditions. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences at p Յ 0.05. 
